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Whales, Dolphins and Deserts
of Mexico's Baja Peninsula

If you are captivated by whales—then this is a quintessential marine mammal travel destination. And if you love to
photograph whales—even more so! From Mexico's legendary Baja California, our exciting photo tour visits the two
most important nursery lagoons of the Pacific gray whale. With the end of commercial whaling, this charismatic
cetacean was rescued from the edge of extinction. Today the eastern population of Pacific gray whales numbers
over 20,000 animals—their recovery is one of the great conservation success stories of the last century.
Historically, gray whales were known to whalers as the
“devilfish” due to the aggressive response mounted by
females when they or their calves were harpooned.
Inexplicably, in the early 1970s after a century of persecution,
this highly defensive whale began to approach local Mexican
fishermen with seemingly sociable intentions. Today,
travellers to the warm waters of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula can
go boating in a quiet sheltered coastal lagoon, under a warm
desert sky, surrounded by dozens, if not hundreds of 36-ton
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whales—breaching, spy-hopping and frolicking—often close
enough to touch! The whales migrate to coastal Mexico to spend the winter, mate, and give birth to their one-ton
calves. The curious newborns soon learn from their mothers there is nothing to fear from the small fishing boats
that are used for tourism and they seem as eager as the adults to interact with humans. Ironically, it is in these
same lagoons where the majority of the gray whale slaughter took place.
The opportunities around Baja California for whale photographs at extremely close range are unique in the world.
The friendly gray whales of Baja routinely rub the underside of the small fishing boats. They shove the boats with
their snouts as if they were bathtub toys and repeatedly surface beside them seemingly for no other reason than to
be stroked and petted. When a whale’s eye—the size of a tennis ball—looks at you from two feet away, one
wonders what such a magnificent creature is thinking—for surely it IS thinking and experiencing some interaction.
As well as being a nursery area for female gray whales, the waters off Mexico’s
Baja Peninsula are also a vital wintering location for magnificent 150-ton blue
whales, the largest creatures believed to have ever lived. Add to that the chance
to see breaching humpback whales and pods of common dolphins and pilot
whales—and you have a true cetacean bonanza.
The Baja Peninsula offers nature photographers even more than just a sunny,
whale-filled winter photo shoot. There are photogenic colonial Spanish missions,
3,000-year-old rock pictographs and petroglyphs, fabulous towering sand dunes,
the cactus-filled splendour of the Sonoran and Baja California Deserts, and the
rejuvenating azure waters of the Sea of Cortez. "The Baja" truly provides outdoor
photographers a wildlife and landscape photo experience like no other on Earth!

Tour Itinerary
Day 1 (Feb 16)
Arrive at Loreto International Airport on the eastern coast of Mexico’s Baja Peninsula. Our
representative will meet your flight and bring you to our hotel. Depending on your flight schedule the
afternoon is at leisure to enjoy the prolific coastal birdlife of the Gulf of California. We meet this
evening for dinner. (D)
Day 2
An all-day boat trip to Bahía de Loreto National Park. We cruise in the azure waters of the Sea of
Cortez searching for gargantuan wintering blue whales and large pods of bow-riding dolphins, stopping
for a picnic lunch on one of the many desert islands in the protected waters of the park. (BLD)
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Day 3
Today we photograph two of the peninsula’s famous
Spanish missions built in the 1700s. This morning we
visit San Javier Mission located in the picturesque
Sierra de la Giganta range. The magnificent art,
elaborate altar pieces, and wood and stone sculptures
of San Javier have earned it the distinction of being
the most photogenic mission on the entire peninsula.
lunch we return to Loreto to photograph the first
colonial Spanish mission built in this desert region of Mexico. The town of Loreto, founded in 1697,
was the original capital of the state of Baja California Sur. We have time to stroll along the many
quaint shaded streets or browse the curio shops. (BLD)
Day 4
We drive north through the rolling landscape of the Sonoran Desert, ending in the welcoming shaded
plaza of the small village of San Ignacio. En route we make a short stop to photograph petroglyphs of
fish, sea turtles and whales dating back hundreds of years. After lunch we visit the imposing Jesuit
mission of San Ignacio, as well as a museum highlighting the renowned rock art paintings of the Sierra
de San Francisco range, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. (BLD)
Day 5
Today we travel to San Ignacio Lagoon, off the Pacific Ocean, to encounter our first female gray
whales and their newborn calves. We lunch at a local seafood restaurant and have leisure time for
birdwatching along the shore of the lagoon. The area is especially noted for its habituated nesting
ospreys. (BLD)
Day 6
Traveling north to the salt mining town of Guerrero
Negro on the shores of Laguna Ojo de Liebre we
arrive at the finest of Mexico’s gray whale nursery
lagoons. In March 2018 there were over a thousand
whales wintering here. En route we make a side trip
into the Sierra de San Francisco range to photograph
the spectacular cave paintings of Maceta del Carmen.
We drive through a beautiful desert landscape in the
Valley of the Cirios, where Boojum “trees” can grow 50 feet in height or more, and by the ghost town of
Pozo Aleman, where impoverished miners lived in caves cut from the bedrock. (BLD)
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Days 7, 8 & 9
We begin each day with an early morning whale-watching tour where “friendly” mother whales routinely
bring their curious calves alongside our small boats—and close to our lenses. In the afternoons we
visit the largest salt works in the world, photograph the towering golden dunes of San Miguelito, and
stroll the trails of the local bird sanctuary—refuge for thousands of wintering waterfowl and shorebirds,
as well as local ospreys, peregrine falcons, pelicans, egrets and herons. On the afternoon of Day 9 we
drive back to San Ignacio. (BLD)
Day 10
We return to Loreto, stopping en route at Santa Rosalia Mission in Mulegé founded by Jesuit
missionaries in 1705. From the stone mission it is just a short walk to a nearby lush date palm oasis.
This afternoon we relax at our oceanside resort. (BLD)
Day 11
We begin the day before sunrise with a short trip to
Mirador Frida, an elevated overlook above the quiet
sparkling waters and desert islands of Bahía de Loreto
National Park. After breakfast we travel by boat to Isla
Coronado, one of the picturesque desert islands in this
800-square-mile national marine park. We photograph
a colony of loquacious California sea lions, and,
perhaps, take a swim and enjoy a picnic lunch at the
finest beach on the island. As always, we search for pods of common dolphins and whales whenever
we are on the water. In the late afternoon we end our tour with a final sunset cruise to Isla Danzante
searching for blue whales and seabirds to photograph. (BLD)
Day 12 (Feb 27)
Participants fly home at any time today. (B)

Feb 16 - Feb 27, 2020
Fee: $5,595 from Loreto, Mexico
Deposit: $800
Limit: 12
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